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WHO ARE WE?

"Empowering Communities.
Changing Livelihoods."

OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

Footsteps Bangladesh is a next-generation development
agency that designs ventures to address various
problems that exist in our communities. Footsteps
recognizes and understands the lack of interventions at
the local level and especially problems faced by lower-
income families. The organization is on a mission to
empower such communities by integrating social
technology and knowledge capacity and to achieve a
vision where every community is empowered to
efficiently address these barriers independently.

The organization began its operations in 2013, and
focuses its solutions to address challenges in the fields of
Health, Environment and Education across Bangladesh.

Our Goal is to empower communities by integrating the right
set of skills and technologies to overcome their social
challenges which are currently limiting their development
goals.

Our Vision consists of a world where communities are able
to sustain their own grown and overcome their social
challenges. We want to see a world where every community
is empowered and sustainable.

LEGAL STATUS

Trade License under Dhaka North City
Corporation 

Registered under the Bangladesh Trust Act
1882

     License Number: 05-35346

Registered as a 501c3 Non-Profit under the name
'Footsteps USA Inc.' in New York Department of
State

     
BangladeshUnited States
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Program Development- This aspect is mainly to
create and implement programs that take a
unique and sustainable approach in solving a
major social challenge existing within our
communities. The goal is to empower
communities with certain resources and
knowledge to address the particular social
challenge independently and efficiently.

Changemaker Development- This aspect
concentrates on developing an array of skills,
knowledge and empathy among the youth in
order to turn them into effective changemakers
within and even beyond their society. The goal is
to utilize the large pool of youth and turn them
into responsible citizens who take effective
action in order to solve social issues and stigmas.

Awareness Campaigns- This aspect focuses on
creatively conducting events, workshops, videos
and promotional material to raise awareness on
certain topics and practices within our society.
The goal is to spread important information
among our communities regarding certain topics
and practices which will help build awareness as
well catalyze call to action platforms with more
aware and concerned citizens ready to devote
knowledge and resource to solve a social issue.

We focus on three main activities:

 

HOW WE WORK?
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GEOGRAPHIC INTERVENTION

In order to make our interventions more efficient and localized, we have
divided our intervention strategy into 9 clusters geographically. Technical,
financial and human resources are allocated and deployed based on given
clusters. The clusters are defined in the map below:
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241,963 
IMPACTED

2000+ 
CHANGEMAKER
NETWORK

26
DISTRICTS

5
PROGRAMS

OUR IMPACT IN
NUMBERS
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‘Safe Water in Public Spaces’: The very first model of Project
Trishna focuses on implementing safe water systems for
pedestrians in public spaces (pavements, parks, intersections).
The model encourages private corporations and individuals to set
up water facilities outside their office/building space to ensure
safe water for the public in their area. 

‘Safe Water for Children in Schools’: Ensuring safe water for
children in schools by implementing safe water systems in
marginalized Governmental/Non-Governmental Schools in
partnership with private corporations or donors seeking brand
visibility or corporate social responsibility compliance. 

 ‘Safe Water in Health Institutions’: Ensuring safe water for
patients, families, and doctors in health institutions such as
hospitals and clinics by implementing safe water facilities in
partnership with private organizations, donors, and health
welfare groups seeking positive social marketing, impact and
Corporate Social Responsibility Platforms.

‘Trishna Rural Enterprise Model’: Empowering rural communities
experiencing water contamination by implementing community
scale safe water treatment plant, an efficient water delivery
model, and the use of phones by customers to make purchases of
water. TREM not only creates access to premium quality water at
an affordable price but also creates income opportunities and
improves digital literacy in targetted communities. 

Project Trishna currently works with 4 models:
    

  

 

PROJECT TRISHNA
Designed in 2015, Project Trishna is a social venture designed by

Footsteps to address the lack of safe water challenge in Bangladesh

by integrating safe water systems in affected communities. The

Project also focuses on building community awareness on safe water

management and practices and aims to empower affected

communities with better financial and managerial knowledge of

sustaining safe water access.

 

IMPACT
ACTIVE ACROSS 4 DISTRICTS IN
BANGLADESH
16,000 CHILDREN ENSURED OF
SAFE WATER ACCESS
75,000 PEOPLE ENJOYING SAFE
WATER ACCESS THROUGH
TRISHNA

"Just like its name, Footsteps is touching & changing lives
one step at a time. The precursor to the education,
health, development & growth of the underprivileged
demographics is safe drinking water - and that’s what
Project Trishna is ensuring."

F A R M I N A  H O S S A I N
B U R O  B A N G L A D E S H
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IMPACT

"Through DRP, Footsteps is building communities to become
resilient in the face of any forms of disasters, which is crucial
for a country like Bangladesh which is vulnerable to Climate
Change"

Dreamwater PF: A portable filter designed by Footsteps which
can convert floodwater into drinking water; rural women in
floodprone regions are trained to become disaster respondents
and water entrepreneurs using Dreamwater PF.

Resilient Farmers Program: Providing farmers with support and
knowledge to cultivate produce resilient to climate impact.

Climate Resilinet Housing and Sanitation: Designing and
deploying housing resistant to strong winds in portable during
floods in climate vulnerable regions.

Greentank: Installing greentanks in rural households which can
produce biogas for cooking and organic fertilizers using a
subsidized and profit sharing model

Livestock Business and Skills for Resilience: Providing livestock
and conducting skill development models to boost income for
people in climate vulnerable communities

Livelihood Resilience through Financial Stability Model:
Introducing financial tools and knowledge which promotes
savings and investments of people in climate vulnerable
communities.

DRP currently works on 6 types of programmes:

The Disaster Resilience Program (DRP) is a social venture designed

and implemented by Footsteps Bangladesh to aid and rehabilitate

vulnerable communities experiencing various forms of social and

natural disasters and empower them with resources and knowledge

to build their resilience in the face of future disasters all across

Bangladesh. DRP's mission is to support and rehabilitate

marginalized and vulnerable communities during and after disasters

with a mission to create resilient communities which can tackle

various forms of disasters independently without any further donor

support. 

 

DISASTER RESILIENCE PRGRAM

17377 PEOPLE IMPACTED TILL
DATE
4225 FAMILIES IMPACTED
THROUGH DRP'S EMERGENCY
RESPONSE
9 WOMEN EMPOWERED WITH
DREAMWATER PF
62 HOUSES RESTORED AFTER
CYCLONE DISASTER
40 FARMERS SUPPORTED WITH
FLOOD AND SALT RESILIENT
CROPS M D .  A D N A N  H O S S A I N

I T S  H U M A N I T Y  F O U N D A T I O N
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SHUSHASTHER ODHIKAR SHOBAR

Access to critical medical care:  Creating and mobilizing health
facilities and tools which is easily affordable for low-income
communities i.e oxygen banks, low-cost ambulances, etc.

First Aid Medical Box: Providing SOS medical boxes containing
crucial medicine and tools for first aid and training rural
households how to use first aid effectively to address an array of
diseases, infections and injuries.

Energize the Chain: Installing vaccine refrigeration units and
connecting them to alternate powerlines via nearby cell
towers/solar panels in last-mile health complexes and ensuring
vaccines are administered at a constant temperature between 2-
8 degrees Celcius. 

Awareness Building: Conducting campaigns, workshops and
promotional events to ensure critical health information reaches
mass community in order to be informed of treatment guidelines
and eradicate the spread of target diseases or viruses. 

SOS currently works with 3 models:
    

  

 

Implemented in 2021, Shushasther Odhikar Shobar (SOS) is a public

health program that works in building public health capacity to

ensure access to necessary healthcare in last-mile communities

across Bangladesh. From developing health infrastructure, building

awareness on necessary medical protocols to creating affordable

healthcare facilities for low-income communities, SOS is on a

mission to ensure no one is deprived of life-saving medical care for

their socio-economic conditions. SOS was implemented after the

successful COVID-19 campaign by Footsteps in July 2021, where

oxygen cylinders were mobilized in seven bordering districts across

Bangladesh to ensure critical COVID-19 patients had access to

oxygen support. 

IMPACT
4 HOSPITALS IN SATKHIRA
UNDER ENERGIZE THE
CHAIN PROGRAM
140 OXYGEN CYLINDERS
AND CONCENTRATORS
MOBILIZED
200 SOS FIRST AID BOXES
PROVIDED TO RURAL
FAMILIES

""Footsteps is run by a brilliant team which ensures that
work is done with the highest quality. Their dedication
will leave a huge impact globally"

D R .  R U B I N  H A R V E Y
P R O F E S S O R  O F  M E D I C I N E ,

U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  P E N N S Y L V A N I A
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PROJECT WECAN

‘WECan in Public Spaces’:  WECan targets setting up waste
management bins outside corporate housing in public spaces with
support from companies/donors pursuing the Corporate Social
Responsibility agenda. 

‘WECan in Schools’:  WECan targets setting up segregated waste
management bins in schools to build awareness and anti-littering
practices among children to keep their school and community
environment clean and tidy. The segregation units consist of
organic waste, plastic and recyclable waste, and miscelleneous.
The trash is collected and sold to local vendors and the collected
fund is used to build resources for the school itself. 

'Protective Gear for Waste-Workers': WECan conducts safety
gear distribution campaigns for waste-workers in order to protect
them from the risk of bacterial contamination and improve their
hygiene standards. Reusable items such as rubber boots, gloves,
cloth masks and plastic glasses are provided to keep them safe
from diseases spread from contracting waste without proper
protection.

Project WECan currently works with 2 models:
    

  

 

Designed in 2014, Project WECan (Waste Eradication Can) was

implemented to create anti-littering habits within citizens of our

societies by setting up eye-catching and engaging trashcans in

public areas of Dhaka city. Corporations were encouraged to

purchase and set up WECans outside their office buildings; the

slogans on WECans would catch the attention of pedestrians and

encourage them to use them instead of littering on the streets.

WECan also works in raising awareness on waste management

techniques in highly polluted areas with an aim to keep their

surrounding environment clean

IMPACT
300 WECANS IMPLEMENTED 
602 CHILDREN BENEFITTING
FROM CLEAN SCHOOL
ENVIRONMENT
388 WASTE-WORKERS
PROVIDED WITH
PROTECTIVE GEAR

"Project WECan is an example for our society that the
youth can make ground-breaking and creative solutions
for our society's most pressing social problems."

D R .  T A R I Q  B I N  Y O U S U F
D H A K A  N O R T H  C I T Y  C O R P O R A T I O N
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The Latrine Project, implemented in 2016 with support from Swiss

based NGO Global Changemakers and Bangladesh Medical Students'

Society and Bangladesh Society for the Enforcement of Human Rights

(BSEHR), is a project by Footsteps which aims to implement resilient

santitation facilities in climate vulnerable and refugee communities in

Bangladesh.

The Latrine Project implemented   4 sanitation facilities for 300

Rohingya refugees in Ledhapara camp in Teknaf, Bangladesh. The

facilities are currently maintained by women within the camp and

locally monitored by Bangladesh Society for the Enforcement of

Human Rights. 

 

PROJECT BRITTO

IMPACT

THE LATRINE PROJECT

IMPACT

Project Britto is an education and skill development based platform

created by Footsteps to cover and engage society in topics which are

not part of the curriculum of conventional educational institutions.

Britto plans to cover topics ranging from tech to journalism, teach

necessary life skills and highlight topics in need of awareness in our

society.

Since its implementation in 2017, Britto has conducted two sessions

on tech education and awareness building on sexual harassment and

consent; audience consisted of people from schools, teachers, mass

media personnel and civil society.

 

IMPACT

4 SANITATION FACILITIES IMPLEMENTED
300 REFUGEES BENIFITTING FROM THE
LATRINE PROJECT

SEMINARS CONDUCTED ON TECH KNOWLEDGE,
SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND CONSENT
100+ STUDENTS, ACTIVISTS AND JOURNALIST
PARTICIPATION THROUGH BRITTO
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HEARTWARMING WINTER

#WATERYOUWEARING

FEMPOWER

Heartwarming Winter is Footsteps' very first initiative. Implemented in 2013, the

campaign conducted a volunteer movement to collect door to door donations

such as blankets, clothes, medicine in Northern Dhaka to be distributed among

underprivileged people in the various parts of the country to fight the cold

during winter. 

The campaign was conducted in 2013, 2014 and 2015 with over 500 volunteers.

The aid was distributed in areas such as Rangpur, Kurigram, Chillmari,

Chuadanga and Noakhali aiding more than 6000 people to fight the bitter cold

during winter.

FEMPOWER is a women empowerment campaign implemented in 2015, designed

to conduct self defense sessions based on Krav Maga (martial arts) and seminars

bringing notable women from various sectors to share their stories of overcoming

inequality issues and inspiring other women to do the same.

Fempower conducted a Krav Maga training session for 300 women in

International School Dhaka as well as another session for employees at Radio

Foorti. 

#WATERYOUWEARING is a fundraising an advocacy campaign launched in 2019

to encourage people to contribute in ensuring safe water as a basic human right

in Bangladesh. The campaign sold t shirts with a slogan 'This shirt provides Water

for Someone'- anyone wearing the shirt can advocate how they contributed in

ensuring safe water for someone in need by wearing the shirt; the profit from the

shirt goes directly to Project Trishna- a social venture by Footsteps designed to

create safe water access in marginalized communities.

The campaign has sold over 300 shirts, engaged social media influencers and

celebrities to adovcate for the cause, and generated mass awareness regarding

safe water challenge in Bangladesh and the impact Trishna is creating in our

society
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NIRAPOD PANI  CHAI

RAMADAN-ZAKAT CAMPAIGN

WORLD ENVRIONMENT DAY

On World Environment Day 2021, Footsteps and Surf Excel jointly launched

the campaign 'Daag Laguk, Tobuo Poribesh Bachuk', an environmental

campaign where Do-it-Yourself Plant kits were sent to children across

Bangladesh. The motive of the campaign was to create a relationship

between a child and a plant from an early age, which can then transform

into environmental activism once the children grow up. Children along with

their parents posted pictures and videos of tree plantation on their social

media, motivating others to join the movement. 

Ramadan Campaign has been designed to raise awareness on the need for safe

water access and mobilize donor funding during the holy month of Ramadan. 

Similarly, Zakat Campaign is an annual donation campaign where donors are

encouraged to sponsor a safe water system in a marginalized community with

their Zakat Fund.

Zakat is an Islamic religious obligation in distributing a percentage of an

individual's wealth to aid people struggling in society. With water considered

as the greatest form charity, Footsteps provides the opportunity for people to

contribute their Zakat to ensure safe water for affected people in the long run. 

Nirapod Pani Chai is a sister concern of Project Trishna and a joint campaign

between Footsteps and Fresh Drinking Water on a mission to ensure safe water

access for children in schools across Bangladesh. NPC implements safe water

systems in schools to ensure children have reliable access to clean drinking water

and hence are protected from waterborne diseases like cholera, diarrhea, etc. 
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RECOGNITION AND AWARDS

Selected as one of the 16 global  youth initiatives by European Commission at
European Development Days 2018

Recipient of the Diana Award 2020

One of the 6 Bangladeshi enterprises chosen to pitch for investments at Global
Entrepreneurship Summit 2019 

One of the 5 organizations to pitch their social business ideas at Social
Business Summit 2016

Recipient of the Joy Bangla Youth
Award 2020

Recipient of the AFS Prize 2020
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FEATURE BITS
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OUR BOARD

OUR ADVISORS
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STRATEGIC PARTNERS

FUNDING PARTNERS


